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CPS Executive Reports Dashboard™   

Copyright © 2008 - 2017 - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED:  
This work including written manual, illustrations, and CPS Executive Report Dashboard software is copyrighted by Club Prophet Systems.   It is intended 

to be used by CPS customers who subscribe to the CPS Executive Reports Dashboard service and may not be copied, redistributed, or used in any manor 

without express permission. 
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Introduction 
CPS Executive Report dashboard is designed to dig thru the gigabytes of details and give you a high level analysis of your business in quick easy to read 

presentations.  This software is installed on you server and is securely accessible via the Internet.  Once installed, a Club Prophet Systems technician will 

provide you with the URL and your login credentials.     

 

 

Once you login you will be connected to the CPS Executive Reports menu.  Reports are listed on the left side and are grouped by Customer Analysis, 

Facility Analysis, and Membership Analysis.  Note that Membership Analysis is for clubs following the health club model of initiating subscriptions 

monthly vs. yearly.  Many of the reports rely on properly assigning each Sale Category in POS Express to one of the following groups: Merchandise, Food 

& Beverage, Membership, Green Fees, and Carts.  See ‘Grouping Type’ in the Options – Reference Tables – Sale Category in the POS Express program. 
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The Executive Report Dashboard Menu: 

Customer Analysis  

Customer Distribution  
Customer Demographics 
Customer Retention  
Customer Spending By Class  
Customer Spending By Individual  
Postal Code Analysis  

 
Facility Analysis  

Merchandise Sales By Vendor  
Reservations By Booking Method  
Reservations By Day Of Week  
Revenue Benchmarks  
Revenue Per Available Tee Time  
Revenue Per Department  
Revenue Per Hour  
Round Per Revenue Margins  
Utilization  

 
Membership Analysis 

Membership Sales Tracking 
Member Statistic Tracking 
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Templates: 

Depending on the report you select you will be presented with various options to filter the data.  Typically this will include a To and From date and filters 

for Store, Course, Sales Class, and Member Type.  So that you don’t have to reselect these options each time, we provide a Template area where you can 

build and name filter templates. 

 

From the top right of the Executive Reports Menu, click on “Templates Setup” and you will have the options of selecting one of the three Template areas 

where you can Add, Change, and Delete as many Templates as you like. 
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Sales Class and Member Type Templates: 

 

Type and Class codes are setup in POS Express.  The available codes will be displayed for you here and you can mix and match as needed using the 

standard windows controls.  Give your Template a meaningful name and click Save. 
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Course Templates: 
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Store Templates: 
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General Features: 

The Filter: 
You use Filters to define the scope of the data you want to see.  They will vary slightly based on the report you select. 

 

This Filter has FROM and TO Dates. 

Week Type allows you to select only Weekday, Only Weekend, or Both. 

Course allows you to select All, All By Store, A Single Course. 

You may also see Template dropdown boxes to select Named Templates as described in the prior chapter. 

The Show Report button will request the data from the Server based on your Filter and display the report. 

The Email button, when pressed, cues an email to the group of email accounts that comprise the report you are looking at.  See the Customer Retention 

report for an example of this powerful feature. 
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The Control Bar: 

 

 
Jump back to the first page. 

 
Move back one page. 

 
Move to a specific page of n pages. 

 
Move forward one page. 

 
Move to the last page. 

 

 
Fit the report to the width of the screen 
Fit the report to see the whole page on the screen. 
View the report at various higher or lower percent 

 
Find specific Text in the report and Next to 
continue searching. 

 
Use this control to Export to Excel. 

 
Refresh the report with live data from the server. 

 
Print the report. 

 

Sorting a column.  Clicking once on the arrow 
controls will sort Ascending.  Clicking again will 
sort Descending for the given column. 
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Customer Analysis 

Customer Distribution: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  Customer relationship management is focused on identifying a facility’s best customers to ensure that they are accorded 

service commensurate with their loyalty to that facility.  At a golf course 12% of the customers typically generate about 60% of the revenue.  Here are 

some additional statistics regarding customer distribution: 

A golf course has on average 8,000 golfers visit it per year.  50% of those golfers will play the facility just once, 13% will play 6 or more times, while the 

average customer will play 4 times, which represents 20% of his “wallet share” allocated to golf.   

This report is designed to provide an index by which you can compare customer usage at your facility compared to those industry standards. 

 

Example of what the given example is telling me.   

The Customer Distribution report will break out your customers into 10% intervals.  In this example, for a 2 week period in February, you can see that 

the top 10% (Distribution #1) consists of 7 Players.  These 7 players make up .14% of the total players.  They played 166 Rounds which is an average of 

23.71 rounds per player.  That makes up for 3.68% of the Total Rounds and generated an average Revenue of $1,900.61 per player.  The Total Rev 

generated per round for this group is $80.15. 

Now at first glance some of this makes no sense.  After all how could 7 Players play 166 Rounds in 2 weeks?  To find the answers you need to dig deeper.  

You can drill down into the details by clicking on the Distribution Number link (the circled 1 above). 
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Customer Distribution – Drill Down: 
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Further investigation makes some sense of the numbers.  This club is using some house accounts to track Coupons they are issuing for Sunday, Saturday, 

and Tuesday specials.  Actually not a good practice because what you really want to do is track individual golfers and collect email addresses so that you 

can do targeted email marketing to your customers.  I would recommend this club change their practice to make the Coupon a SKU and track the 

coupons that way vs. using a house account.  Better yet there is a built in Coupon feature in POS Express.  Also I would do everything possible to collect 

email addresses when the tee time is booked or at the POS when the transaction is processed.  The Cash Account sales from a quick look appear to be 

Outings.  Again collecting individual emails is vital to ongoing success.   Good news is that the Coupons are working and generating above average 

Revenue per Round for the facility. 
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Customer Demographics: 

 

The Purpose of the Report:  Who is your customer?  The ability to effectively a market your facility is highly dependent on knowing the detailed 

demographics of your customer, their name, zip code, email address, etc.  

 

This summary provides you an analysis of how effectively your staff is gathering information from your customers via providing the golfer the ability to 

register themselves from the on line web based reservation system, via a loyalty monitor within the pro shop or even manually through offering an 

incentive, i.e., free bucket of range balls, upon completing a coupon in the pro shop. 
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This report determines if a field has been completed.  It doesn’t measure if the field was completed accurately by the clerk.  For example, if a clerk 

enters no@no.com into the email field, this report will reflect that as an accurate email address.  It is essential that the underlying quality of data that 

this report produces is analyzed to measure the efficacy of the administrative work performed by the staff. 

This report will give you a quick look at statistics vital for marketing. 

Grouped by Sales Class the report shows you the number of players in each class, the number you have mailing address for, the number you have 

telephone numbers for, the number you have zip codes for, and number you have email address for, and the percent of email address for each class.  

From direct mail to targeted emails, to zip code analysis for print or other media ad, it is critical for your club to collect this data.  This report will grade 

your staff on how well they are doing in gathering this data. 

  

mailto:no@no.com
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Customer Retention:   

 

The Purpose of the Report:  Fifty percent of the customers that play a golf course in a specific year will not return in the following year.  Those 

“defectors” are often offset by newly acquired customers.  This turnover velocity within a customer database is often not realized because of the time 
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horizon, twelve months, in which the changes occur.  If a golfer has not played a golf course within 90 days, there is a high probability of risk that 

customer has been lost.   

 

The purpose of this report is to identify the core customers, those customers who played the course for the first time during the defined interval and 

those defectors who previously played your golf course but have frequented recently.    When unique marketing messages are created for each of these 

targeted segments, the response rate becomes material in positively impacting revenue.  

 

This report provides you, via the email button, the ability to quickly cue a targeted message to each group.  

 

The Customer Retention report is designed to compare two time periods.  Compare days, weeks, months, years, etc.  The report will show you the 

Names of the players and compare “This Period” vs. “Last Period” for Revenue, Visits, Yield and Rounds.  

There are several options. The This Period TO and FROM dates should be the more recent timeframe.  The Last Period TO and FROM dates should be the 

older time period that you want to compare.   

Retention Options are as followed: 

All: - Show all players who had activity in either period. 

Acquired: Show players who had activity in the “This Period” but did not in the “Last Period”.  These are your new or returning customers. 

Core:  Show players who had activity in both “This Period” AND “Last Period”.  These are customers who have stayed with you. 

Defectors:  Show players who had activity in the “Last Period” and did NOT have activity in the “This Period”.  These are customers you lost. 

Note the email button.  The email button does not email this report!  It will generate an email to all the folks you have an email address for that makes 

up the report.  So, if I were to run the above example for Defectors, I could click the email button and an email window with Templates from POS Express 

will open up for you to email all of your Defectors and offer them an incentive to return.   
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The Email screen looks like this: 

 

This uses the email manager on your server so you can do this remotely if you like via the internet. 
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Customer Spending by Class: 

 

The Purpose of the Report:  By customer class, which group generates the most gross revenue and the most revenue per round.   Customers often 

maintain that they are the most valuable group and need that their special interests need to be catered to as they are the financial background of the 

facility.  This report allows you to identify which group is actually producing the most revenue and also recognize the importance of that group through 

creating a targeted email message to that segment you identify. 
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This report will list the Total Rounds and spending broken down by the Group Type for the Sale Categories setup in POS Express.   

Example of what the given example is telling me.   

Something interesting to point out here again.  Notice that Coupon play is the top revenue generator for the month of February.  I can only assume that 

the coupons are in a local paper since they are again using a House account vs. individual players with email addresses.  If this club will change this to 

collecting player emails, they can drop the local paper advertisement and do direct email marketing with a coupon in the email.  There is also a new built 

in feature in POS Express to manage coupons. 
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Customer Spending By Individual: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  The Executive Reporting Series produces different views of the same data in order to gain unique insights from each filter 

applied.  Previously, the Rounds Per Revenue Margin measured gross revenue by customer type versus actual play.  The Customer Spending by Type 

measured gross revenue by customer type.  This report measures gross revenue by individual customer so that you can identify which customer 

generates the most revenue for the facility in the aggregate and per visit. 

 

This report usually reveals the importance of tournament and outing playing to gross revenue.  Often, 20 tournaments on 20 days will contribute to 20% 

of the gross revenue of that facility.  

 

It is suggested that the facility’s best customers should receive an accolade highlighting their loyalty.  Interestingly, in a test conducted, the response of 

golfers to a 20% discount, 10% discount and a mere letter of recognition was statistically the same.   
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Postal Code Analysis: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  How, when and where should a golf course advertise?  Are national, regional or local publications appropriate?  This 

report answers that question by displaying the residential location of your customer.   

Data analysis reflects that 90% of a facility’s customers come from within 10 miles of a golf course or a 30 minute drive time.  For most courses, the vast 

majority of their revenue is generated within at little as four zip codes.  Knowing those zip codes determines which publications best fit for optimum 

utilization of the advertising expenditures.  

This report also reflects whether the POS staff has been effective in identifying customers and gathering relevant information at check-in.  When the 

largest revenue category is not tied to a zip code, it indicates that the staff has not been diligent is the fundamental requirements of identifying who the 

customer is.  

Example of what the given example is telling me.   

In this example we have 1.4 million in sales from unknown postal codes.  For this club if they are thinking of taking out an ad in a local paper, how do you 

know which is the best to target?  What about a direct mail piece?  We had one club find that the majority of their customers actually came from a 

postal code 10 miles away.  Just out of reach of a new program for resident pricing… Ouch! 
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Facility Analysis: 

GL Drill-Down: 

 

The Purpose of the Report:  With a complete integrated Business Management System like Club Prophet Systems, you have the ability to tie individual 

product to Sale Categories and Sale Categories to General Ledger (GL) Accounts or Codes.  As you sale products and services at your facility, you sell 

various products and tender them to various payment methods.  These payment methods are also tied to GL Accounts/Codes.  This report allows the 

user to start with a GL Code and drill down through the Sale Categories and/or Payment Methods all the way to the individual Sale Ticket with simple 

hyperlink clicks in the browser.  This is the ultimate tool for a controller to troubleshoot GL Posting issues.  The filter shown above gives you multiple 

options for GL Code or Description selection and inclusion in addition to the date range and store filter. 
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From the filter above, the result is a standard General Ledger report for the given filter.  Note the circled GL Account Number above.  The GL Accounts are 

underlined indicating a hyperlink.  When I click on 107, a new report is displayed that will show you all of the Merchandise (GL Account 107) sold for the given 

filter. 
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Now I can see that during the year, I sold products from various Sale Categories that are all assigned to GL Account 107.  Notice each Sale Category Number has a 

hyperlink.  For Golf Gloves you can see I circled Category number 18 above.  If I want to see the details of Golf Gloves sold, I can click on 18.   
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Now I have all Golf Gloves (sale category in CPS) that were sold during the year.  Each line item lists the Sale Number in which the Glove was sold.  If I want to 

know more about the glove sold in the circled sale number, I can click on sale number 2421612070001 and see the actual Sales Transaction. 
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Now I can see who this was sold to, who sold it, what other products were sold at the same time, any discounts, etc, all from a browser (I do not have to 

print massive reports) and all in real-time. 
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Merchandise Sales By Vendor: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  Is to analyze the merchandise inventory rank ordering vendors by revenue and by net income.   The report will display 

which vendors generated the most revenue at the highest gross margin.  Conversely, this report will identify vendors that are underperforming and 

should be deleted from the inventory.  The typical golf course should have about 15 to 20 vendors.  If this report extends to several pages, there is a 

great opportunity to reduce the number of lines carried which will simplify purchasing and reduce inventory on hand that has low margin and/or unlikely 

to sell. 

 

1) Vendor – This is the Supplier Name from the Inventory in POS Express.  Note that by checking the “Inventoried products only” checkbox at the 

top of the screen and Click the “Show Report” button, you can limit the results to only items set to Track Inventory.  The To and From Date 

define the period of time to consider for the results set. 

2) Quantity  

a. This is the number of units sold from each vendor. 

b. The Total is the Sum of the Quantity for all displayed Vendors. 

3) Revenue  

a. This is the total amount of dollars (Euros, Pounds, etc.) generated by the sales of the given Vendors product. 

b. The Total is the Sum of the Revenue for all displayed Vendors. 

4) Cost of Sales  
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a. This is the total of the Cost you paid for the merchandise sold for each vendor. 

b. Total Cost of Sales is the Sum of the Cost of Sales column. 

5) Cost of Sales %  

a. This is equal to the Cost of Sales for the given Vendor divided by the Total Cost of Sales.  Cost is determined by the Average Unit Cost 

field in Inventory at the time of the sale. 

b. Total cost of Sales % is always 100% and represents the total percentage of the data displayed. 

6) Net Income 

a. This is the Revenue minus Cost of Sales for each Vendor. 

b. Total Net Income is the Sum of the Net Income column. 

7) Net Income %  

a. This is equal to the Net Income for the given Vendor divided by the Total Net Income.   

b. Total Net Income % is always 100% and represents the total percentage of the data displayed. 

 

Example of what the given example is telling me.     

Note that the report is actually 3 pages long.  Mid-way thru the first page yearly contribution to Net Income of the given suppliers falls below 1%.  By the 

third page there are 0% and even negative contributions to Net Income over the year long period.  Cleary there is some dead wood that can be trimmed 

here for more efficient inventory. 
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Reservations By Booking Method: 

 

The Purpose of the Report:  The first contact a golfer often has with the facility is in booking their tee time reservations.  There are many ways to make 

tee time reservations:  by an individual in the golf shop, via touch tone telephone, via a kiosk or via Internet booking.   

 

This report shows you how the golfers are reserving tee times at your facility.  It is important that each booking method be quick and easy.  As the most 

cost effective method for booking a tee time for a golf course, this report will measure the effectiveness of the on line reservation system and the 

efficacy of the marketing efforts by the course to encourage that method of booking.  

 

Example of what the given example is telling me.   

In this case 88.7% are being entered into the StarterHut Tee Sheet.  This is good news since the staff is not just ringing in green fees at the POS and 

bypassing the Tee Sheet.  Now if we can get this club to request Postal Code and Email Address they will be well on the way to growing their business.  

Note that they using On-Line Tee Time booking.  The “CPSOnlineReservation” line are bookings from a computer using online reservations.  The “Mobile 

Browser” line item is the mobile rendition of the online reservation.  So there were booked specifically from a mobile device like a smart phone.  These 

booking account for 9.35% for Online and 1.95% from Mobile.   

This report takes each booking source and then breaks down the revenue contributed for each of the groupings (Green Fee, Cart Fee, Merchandise, 

etc.). 

Since online tee times automatically capture golfer data for you, I would encourage this club to offer some incentive for online booking.  Valid email 

information feeds the marketing machine.  And he with the biggest database wins! 
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Reservations By Day Of Week: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  The goal of any golf course is to show when the customer makes the Reservation (this is NOT the Tee Time, it is the 

Reserve day/time).  Future reports will compare the Time of the Reservation with the Tee Time by booking source to show you how far out your various 

marketing channels are booking.  This is valuable information when you get into dynamic pricing as you will be able to predict the bookings more 

accurately. 
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Example of what the given example is telling me.   

This report shows the slow and busy days for taking reservations and how far out tee times are booked. 

This report will vary based on the clubs booking rules.  For example here you will note Saturday is a busy day for reservations.  It could be that this 

course only allows booking 7 days in advance.  So on Saturday many are booking their times for the following Saturday.  It also means that given the in-

house bookings (ie, not using online reservations), Saturday now becomes your busiest time for answering the phone to take reservations.  If the pro-

shop staff are the ones answering the phone (which is typical), perhaps you may want to change the booking rules to 5 days or 13 days in advance to 

move the bulk of the calls to a slower day of the week. 
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Revenue Benchmarks: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  Is to provide key benchmarks for the five revenue categories according to generally accepted financial reporting for golf 

courses:  green fees, carts, merchandise, food and beverage and other.   These benchmarks can be compared to industry averages created by Golf 

Datatech and PGA Performance Trak that are developed by PGA Section, State and the United States.  This report also shows the interrelationship 

between the departments.  Green fees drive the volume of revenue for each of the segment categories.   

 

Revenue Benchmarks provides a breakdown of your average Revenue per Round of golf.   

1) Total Revenue Per Round = Total Revenue / Total Rounds.  The Total Revenue per round is further broken down into each of the Categories we 

identified in the Sale Category Setup.   

2) The Yield Distribution = amount for each category / Total Revenue Per Round.   The low numbers for Merchandise and F&B could reflect a lack of 

marketing and/or sales training at this facility.  The Green Fees and Cart Fees seem quite low but this is a Municipal course. 

 

Example of what the given example is telling me.   

This report is reflective of the typical municipal golf course.  Green fees comprise a slight majority of total revenue.  Cart revenue (40% of green fees), 

merchandise and food and beverage are extremely low per round reflecting that this golf course is “entry door” for the game of golf attracting retirees 

and new, cost conscious entrants to the game. 

Tip:  If your filter spans multiple years in this report, you can compare and see trends from year to year! 
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Revenue Per Available Tee Time: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  Optimizing gross revenue is finding the proper balance between the number of rounds and the price per round.  Each golf 

course depending on the market niche it serves (Platinum, Gold, Silver, Bronze or Steel) has a revenue target.  At a minimum, that target represents total 

expenses divided by projected rounds.  That number represents the break-even or the golf course.  This report is designed to assist a golf course 

manager ascertain to what extent they are achieving their revenue per round goal and whether the prices per hour are appropriately balanced.  This 

report reflects in green where the golf course is achieving at least 70% of its revenue goal per hour.   Yellow indicates that that golf course is realizing 

between 40% and 70% of its revenue goals.  Those cells marked in red reflect where the revenue being realized is less than 40% of the amount required 

to achieve the facility’s revenue target.  

Several things to note here.  We are limiting the time span From 2/1/08 to 6/30/08.  The comparable goal Rack Rate for the market is set at $25.00.  We 

are interested in the times from 7:00 AM thru 5:00 PM.  We are separating Week-Day vs. Week-End.  Each cell will reflect the average revenue 

generated in the given hour over the span of the given month.   

 

The color code is as follows: 

Grey – not included in the scope of the report. 

Red – Less than 40% of the goal rack rate. 
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Yellow – Between 40% and 60% of the goal rack rate. 

Green – Greater than 60% of the goal rack rate. 

 

What I like to call “The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly” the purpose is to quickly identify timeslots where you are hemorrhaging money vs. those that are 

performing well.   Use of marketing tools and pricing strategies can help you improve your bottom line.  While it will be natural to focus on the Red and 

Yellow, don’t forget to consider the possibility of raising prices in the Green blocks! 

Example of what the given example is telling me.   

This report indicates that the golf course is open 12 months per year, lies within the transition zone within the United States, and performs very well in 

achieving its revenue targets during its high season of May – July as it achieves its revenue targets during prime time of 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
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Revenue Per Department: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  Managers view data differently.  Some individuals like to review benchmarks in relationship to industry standards to 

determine if they are achieving their goals.  Other managers like to see the raw aggregate to ascertain whether they are on track.  This report represents 

gross revenue in the aggregate by the five key departments at the golf course.  This report allows a golf course manager to easily ascertain whether they 

will meet their budget for the month and if not, which of the revenue centers under performed. 

Graphs provide a quick look of the details above.  Note you can also export this report to Excel.  The drastic drop-off in June could be due to the fact that 

this is a southern course and it gets quite hot in the month of June.   
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Revenue Per Hour: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  The goal of a golf course is to generate revenue.  It is widely felt that “prime time” is from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.  This report 

reflects in which hour most if the revenue is actually generated.  Surprisingly, it is often not during prime time as felt but rather in the early afternoon.  

That fact is contrary to the popular wisdom that Monday – Thursday Noon to 3 p.m. are the slowest times at the golf course.  This report is designed to 

facilitate identification which hour of the day generates the most revenue.  Though it may be early afternoon, that doesn’t necessarily mean that rates 

should be raised to the highest level during that time interval.  Again, it is a question of balancing rounds versus the rate per round to achieve the 

desired goal:  maximizing revenue.   

 

This report shows you the Total Revenue for the given hour of the day for the To and From dates selected.  The report then breaks this down again by 

the Group Types we associate with the Sale Categories in POS Express.  Revenue per hour and Total Sales are also graphed for easy comparison. 

Example of what the given example is telling me.    

This report indicates that 1 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. are the most popular hours.  It is interesting to examine the revenue by department in which the 1:00 

p.m. hour shows far greater revenue and is the most popular hour.   
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Round Per Revenue Margin: 

 

The Purpose of the Report:  Each golf course sets rates based on customer type, day of the week and time of the day.  This report focuses on the 

differential between the resources consumed (the number of tee time used by a customer type), versus the revenue generated by that customer type.  

For example, volunteers and season passes often use the golf course to a far greater extent that they generate comparable revenue.  On the reverse, a 

classification such as non-resident at a municipal golf course often contributes far more to the gross revenue than the rounds that they play.  This report 

provides a manager insight on which groups are generating the greatest “margin” to their facility.  The implication is that the manager should then 
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create greater access to the course from the highest contributors and to reduce access to those customers who are playing more rounds than their 

financial contribution is measured. 
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Rounds By Day Of Week: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  The goal of any golf course is to maximize its revenue.  It is assumed that weekends, when most customers are not 

working, is the busiest day of the week and therefore prices are set higher, often as much as 25% higher, than on week days.  This assumption is often 

incorrect. 

 

This report will display which days of the week are busiest and will facilitate your determining should Friday be set at weekend rates or should the same 

rate apply to every day of the week.  Ultimately, the decision on setting rates is a subjective science but having quantitative information available 

reduces the error rate significantly when setting rates.  The purpose of this report is to guide you in setting the correct green fee. 

Example of what the given example is telling me.   

This report shows the slow and busy days based on number of rounds. 

Many facilities are surprised at the results of this.  Notice in this example that Monday is the slowest day and surprisingly that Sunday (with weekend 

rates) is the second slowest day of the week.   
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Tee Sheet Total Round For 7 Day: 

 

The Purpose of the Report:  This report provides a quick look of current bookings on the tee sheet by course for the next 7 days. 
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Utilization: 
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The Purpose of the Report:  In 2008, the average golf utilization, the number of rounds divided by the capacity was at slightly higher than 50%.  This 

report provides a benchmark against that national average.  As importantly, this report reflects which hours within a month are near capacity, suggesting 

an increase in green fees within those time slots might be appropriate and alternatively, showing the slack periods, in which, if dynamic pricing was 

implemented, the green fee rates might be lowered.  Another purpose of this report is that it will often reflect whether the tee time prices within the 

day are properly set.  For example, if the afternoon rates are discounted too significantly, one might notice a significant drop off in play the hour before 

the afternoon rates becomes effective.  Such a scenario, would suggest that three or four tier pricing might be more appropriate than a dual pricing 

schedule. 

 

A tee time is a perishable commodity.  There exists a theory that if the green fees were accurately priced by day, by hour, by month, the course would 

operate at 100% of capacity.  In comparison to the utilization of a golf course, in early 2009, hotels were operating at 80% utilization while the airline 

industry was operating near 60% capacity.   

Utilization by hour of the day for each month shows you the percentage of Tee Times used for the given block.   
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“The Good” – Green = 60% or more of the available Tee Times Utilized. 

“The Bad” – Yellow = 40% to 60% of the available Tee Times Utilized. 

“The Ugly” – Red = Less than 40% of the available Tee Times Utilized. 

Grey = periods NOT included in your report filter. 

Note that these thresholds can be configured to fit your needs and you can also add more if you like. 
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Membership Analysis 

This is not your father’s country club:  The traditional membership or subscription term for the club industry runs from January 1 to December 31 for 

the entire membership of the given club.  Why?  Because we have always done it that way of course.  Most club managers are determined to do things 

‘the way we have always done them’ since as we can tell by the high failure rate in the club industry, that model works so well!  The Membership 

Analysis reports and associated optional features in POS Express bring the paradigm shift to what one of the more volatile and competitive industries 

have been doing successfully for years.  The health club business.  While there are several benefits to this model, including more money, here is one of 

the key benefits.  The risk of losing 20% of your membership at the end of the year could put a struggling club out of business.  If your memberships 

renewals are spread out over the 12 months of the year, losing 20% of your membership in any given month may sting, but it won’t kill you.  If you like 

you can have me onsite for $5,000 per day consulting fee to repeat the above sentence.  I can even attempt to do the math to prove the model, even 

though I suck at math.  But it won’t matter.  Most clubs will never make the change.  We have always done it the other way.  So unless you’re willing to 

walk down this path, you can skip the Membership Analysis section. 
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Membership: 

 

The Purpose of the Report:  This report tracks memberships to be renewed on a monthly basis and tracks the % above or below the 100% goal.  It also 

shows under Green Fee Quantities the number of Rounds for the given month.   By spreading your membership out of 12 months vs. every member 

having a Jan 1 renewal date, you significantly reduce the Risk associated with resignations at the end of the year.  Membership drives need to be a year-

long exercise, not a ‘let’s wait to see who drops out in Jan and scramble to give away memberships to get enough people to pay the bills’.   
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Field Description 

To Be Renewed Number of Memberships expiring at the end of the given month. 

Renewed Number of Members who have renewed their membership in the given Month. 

%Renewed Renewed / To Be Renewed 

New New Members that joined the club 

Sold Renewed + New 

Total Total number of members for the given month (Sold + Existing current members) 

+/- Previous month Total Members compared to given month Total Members 

Year (n-1) Prior Year Round Count 

Year (n) Current Year Round Count 

%n/n-1 Compare current year rounds to prior year rounds 
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Membership Tracking Statistic: 

 

 

 

Start Month Total Number of active members at start of month.  This is equal to the End Month of the previous month. 

Joiners Number of new members during the month. 

Leavers Number of members resigned during the month. 

End Month Total Start Month + Joiners – Leavers.  This will be the Start Month number for the next month. 

Net Gain (can be computed using either calculation 1 or 2 or 3 below) 
1.    Closings position end of the month - Openings position 1st of the month 

2.    (Joiners – Leavers) + (End Freeze – New Freeze) 
3.    Joiners – Net Loss 

Net Loss (can be computed using either calculation 1 or 2 below) 

1.    (Openings position 1st of the month + Joiners) – Closings position end of the month (= equal to Openings position 1st 
of the new month) 
2.    (New Freeze – End Freeze) + Leavers 

Early Leavers Members who resigned prior to their contract expire date 

On Freeze Membership Frozen (typically due to illness or disability) 

New Freeze Membership status changed to Freeze during the given month 

End Freeze Membership status changed to Freeze-Off during the given month 

 
 
 


